WEATHER RESISTANT PATCHES

“HOT OR COLD THEY WILL HOLD”

We manufacture our own emblems. We use the highest quality threads to make sure the emblems you receive are durable in all weather conditions. Our quality control department makes sure you get the best emblems. Each production will be inspected before it leaves the factory.

EASY 123 STEPS TO MAKE A CUSTOM EMBLEM

1 PICK YOUR SHAPE
2 CHOOSE YOUR ARTWORK
3 CHOOSE YOUR BACKGROUND COLOR
4 CHOOSE YOUR THREAD STITCH COLOR
5 FINISHED PRODUCT
IDEAS FOR CUSTOM EMBLEMS

CONVERT YOUR CUSTOM DESIGN INTO A UNIQUE

ACTUAL SKETCH SENT TO US  ACTUAL EMBLEM WE MADE

ADD NUMBERING TO EMBLEM  YOUR LOGO IN THE EMBLEM

101  101
102  102
103  103
104  104
CHIEF  CHIEF
CAPTAIN  CAPTAIN
SERGEANT  SERGEANT

Add printed rank & numbering

Add your logo to your Emblem

CREATE A SUBDUED EMBLEM  CREATE A BADGE EMBLEM

Vacaville Police  Vacaville Police
SWAT  SWAT

Make your emblem subdued

Make a matching emblem badge

COMPLEX EMBLEM  PROFESSIONAL EMBLEM

THREE LAKES  ZOLFO SPRINGS

CLEAN, CRISP LETTERING  CLEAN, CRISP LETTERING

EXACT REGISTRY... OUTLINES WHERE THEY

VALUE

Quick Uniforms

www.quickuniforms.com • sales@quickuniforms.com  Order Online 24hrs a Day • 7 Days a Week
HELPFUL HINTS • CREATE AN EMBLEM

Easy as 1-2-3
For quick, accurate quote, please advise:
1) Size — Please advise the widest and tallest points.
2) If background is a twill (cloth) material or 100% (“Solid”) embroidery.
3) Color placement of all details, wording, backgrounds and borders.

Shapes & Emblem Border
More info: Shapes WITHOUT sharp indentations or difficult cuts will be made with a merrowed (overlock) border, which is strong and prevents fraying.
When the shape of an emblem does not allow for a merrowed border (chevrons, county outlines, etc.) we’ll “steam stitch” the border and “hot knife” the edge to avoid fraying. (“Hot knife” is sometimes referred to as “taster cut.”)
Hint: When sketching your emblem, allow 1/8” width for the border.

Contrast is Good
You want your lettering and details to be as visible as possible, so avoid light on light colors such as light blue or yellow on a white background. Likewise, avoid dark on dark, such as black or red on royal.

Lettering Sizes

Main lettering: Your emblem’s main lettering should be large and bold enough to convey your emphasis.
Use as guide: 1/4” or taller letters for a 3” patch, 5/16” or taller for a 4” patch and 3/8” for a 5” patch.

Other lettering:
- Embroidered lettering looks best if 1/4” or taller.
- 3/16” letters are also clear, but not as clean as 1/4” letters.
- 1/8” lettering is usually legible, but less-than-good quality, and not recommended.

Lettering smaller than 1/8” might be representational, but will most likely not be legible.

Lettering Styles

Bold is recommended. Bold lettering allows for clean, sharp clear stitching.
Black style letters are best, though script and “serif” fonts are fine depending upon size.
Lettering usually looks best if it follows the curve of the border.

Hint: For close approximation of the embroidered thickness of lettering, use a thicker “marker” for main lettering and a thinner ‘marker’ for smaller letters. If a ball-point pen is needed to fit the lettering, consider abbreviating (County → Co, etc.). (Feel free to submit “as lettered” and we’ll clarify as necessary.)

More info: Avoid outlining letters with another color, which looks good in printing, but does not translate well to embroidery, due to the thin outline stitching.

Design Elements

Whether you are from Hawaii or Florida, we’ve got your state seal. We’ve also got your Rottweiler, deer, airplane, gun, eagle, dragon, pika polo and more! Cut any design from any catalog or magazine and paste into your new design. Or send a photo of your landmark, City Hall, clock tower, waterfall, bridge, fire engine, etc.

More info: When submitting your design, please indicate if the black outlines in the drawing should actually be stitched as black outlines, or if the details should be the “inside” color and “Stitched to show the details.”
When ordering, please send available clarification, such as letterhead, magazine cutouts, tags, photos, etc.

We’ve got your state seal so no reason to send clarification!

Number of Colors

No extra charge for up to 7 thread colors.
Also available (extra charge):

Threads: Metallic, florescent, glow in the dark and colors that change in the light.

Background material: Reflective (3M & MICROLITE)

Minimum Quantity

Stock emblems: You can order as few as 1 of a stock emblem.
Custom emblems: You can order as few as 100 custom emblems. (Note - The pricing will go down as the quantity goes up.)

Production Time

Stock emblems: Need fast? Please call to make sure your emblems are in stock and will be shipped within 48 hours.
Custom emblems: Please allow 25 to 45 days for new orders and 20 to 30 for reorders, depending upon the season. (We’ll be more specific when quoting.) Need sooner? Ask about our special rush programs. Please let us know when requesting a price if your emblems are needed for a specific event and date.

Restrictions: Some items are restricted for sale. By ordering, you warrant that you are authorized and legally permitted to order and possess items and that you are in full compliance with all federal, state, and local laws, regarding your order. We reserve the right to accept or reject any order. Pictures show the quality of our product. No claim to design is necessarily made. Due to conditions beyond our control, items may not be exactly as shown.

Choose the shape and design you like...Draw it on the chart to your right. Indicate where you want to add the features, logo, company and color... Scan and email to sales@quickuniforms.com or fax it to 1-818-908-8906 (please follow up with a call to verify we have received it). Within a few days we will provide you with a professional color virtual proof. If you have other shapes that you want, just draw it out on the chart.

CUSTOM PATCHES

DESIGN HELPER

Tel: 1-818-908.2623 • Fax: 1-818.908.8906 Mon-Fri 8am-5pm • Sat 10am-3pm Pacific Standard Time
1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  
6.  
7.  
8.  

F. Border Color

☐ Regular Production Time  ☐ RUSH Production Time

CUSTOM EMBLEM TWILL BACKGROUND COLOR

Helpful Color Hints
Avoid light colors on light backgrounds and dark colors on dark backgrounds. (Hard to see). Actual colors of fabric and thread shades may be different than “printed colors” shown here.

CUSTOM EMBLEM DETAIL THREAD STITCH COLOR
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